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Abstract 
Kindergarten activities are all about learning and developing the preschooler into a school pupil, and into a more responsible and 
social life-aware being. The sets of skills the development of which should be followed and attentively watched during this 
period refer to all the personal and social types of interactions the kids will face with. Alpha EU online resources are designed to 
accomplish this whole task, but they mainly provide significant support for literacy and for early foreign language learning, and it 
comes to demonstrate the way in which the online resources can play multiple roles into the teaching-learning process. 
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The contemporary educational system still faces with all sorts of difficulties deriving from the school persistence 
into using mainly the old traditional pedagogical approach; it is obvious for everyone that there are many 
shortcomings in terms of material support and methodical coverage of the new generations` specific learning needs. 
Even literacy - in its 60 years ago meaning – becomes almost fruitless in the current socio-technological context. It 
is not necessarily about a greater openness toward school and learning, but rather about a “mobilization” imposed by 
the fulminatory development of the computerized technologies: “Technology has and does influence the social-
cultural development of any population. Some see environment, social, cultural, or philosophical factors as the 
catalyst for the concept of child and technology innovation. Others view the concept of child and technology as the 
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catalyst for change in social-cultural environments (…) Often, as technological advances increase, the generation 
gap grows, as the concept of child changes to become a driving influence on educational environments.” (Sally 
Blake, Denise L. Winsor, Lee Allen, 2012: 45)  
They state that the pace of the social and technological development has led to an acceleration of the child 
development, and thus it requires abandoning the obsolete theory that the child should be allowed to enjoy 
childhood, which actually means preferring the free game to the didactic games. In this society, not to provide the 
child with the natural conditions necessary for his personal development is equivalent to feeding a preschooler with 
baby food: “As technology becomes easier to use and early childhood software proliferates, young children`s use of 
technology becomes more widespread. Therefore, early childhood educators have a responsibility to critically 
examine the impact of technology on children and be prepared to use technology to benefit children. Choosing 
appropriate software is similar to choosing appropriate books for the classroom – teachers constantly make 
judgments about what is age appropriate, individually appropriate, and cultural appropriate.” (John Siraj-Blatchford, 
David Whitebread, 2003: 107).  The method becomes a necessary annex, but not one that would be indispensable 
for the accumulation of knowledge and skills at this age. The patterns in the immediate vicinity the child has direct 
and unlimited access to constitute the effective communication bridge with the surrounding reality. He needs all the 
small-tools by means of which he can explore and discover. Any delay in providing the means to address the vast 
universe of knowledge can create functional imbalances not easily recoverable. 
Preschoolers and children of all ages are directly influenced by the magnetism of the virtual world or by the 
interactive character of the online computer games. Some of them are, perhaps, an age they still cannot speak, but 
the fact that the favourite doll or robot sings and dances or asks for food represents a motivational support that is 
thousand times more difficult to be achieved through other methods. The doll and the robot exceed their position of 
copies of the living world, and they become models for the creators themselves. The children want and strive to 
speak just because their playing companions do so. Media give shape, give voice, give volume, give colour, in a 
word, give life and make the message interesting, attractive in terms of arising the kids` curiosity to elucidate the 
resorts of its functioning. 
If we consider the preschool–level, everyone knows that kindergarten activities are all about learning and 
developing the preschooler into a school pupil, and into a more responsible and social life-aware being too. 
There are sets of skills the development of which should be followed and attentively watched during the above 
mentioned period. They refer to all the personal and social types of interactions the kids will face with, and they are 
called experience domains: Language and communication; Man and society; Psycho-motor skills; Aesthetic and 
creative; Sciences. 
Alpha EU online resources are designed to accomplish this whole task, but they mainly provide significant and 
meaningful support for literacy and for early foreign language learning.  
The project outcome was built right on the theoretical foundations regarding the manner in which preschoolers 
interact with new languages and begin to learn.  
The psychologist Lev Vâgotski considered the language as a symbolic system, which reflected the socio-historical 
progress. It was natural for a child not to be able to acquire concepts that were not part of his experiential field yet.  
The Integrated Approach to Language (IAL) proposes a new understanding of language in terms of education.  The 
child develops himself under the influence of the social and the intellectual environment. The surrounding world 
(reality and people) is the mash from which the significance will grow and reveal itself to the child. 
Starting from these premises, IAL (Integrated Approach to Language) argues for: 
  
x  Language development practice by simultaneous stimulation of the writing, reading, speaking and 
listening capacity 
x  Decorating the educational environment with a large variety of printed materials (books, charts, maps, 
magazines and posters) that will be renewed periodically, according to the daily topics addressed and to the 
preferences of the preschoolers 
x  Diminishing the quantity and the importance given to the  motrico-graphical exercises, and increasing the 
attention to the associations at a significance level 
x Learning mediation activity, that every teacher performs at this level, must take into consideration the 
previous psychosocial experience of  the preschooler, and the environment he grew up in 
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x The teacher should raise the preschoolers` interest into the planned materials and topics without imposing a 
standard level of performance. 
 
Research studies prove that preschoolers learn languages in an intuitive way, such as, for example, by exploring, 
creative curiosity. When in contact with a new language, preschoolers show an increased capacity to guess the 
rhythm, sounds and intonation characteristic of that language. Alpha EU uses digital media (images, sound, 
animation, hypertext, etc.) to create the possibility of a better interaction in order to stimulate creativity and 
encourage children to explore the differences and similarities between languages and understand the main 
characteristics of each of them.  
 
In terms of language and communication some skills can be easily accomplished by means of the above mentioned 
resources. During the activities developed starting from the Alpha EU learning materials, preschoolers are 
supported and supposed to be able to: 
x speak out clearly so as to be understood by all the others 
x practice letter and word pronunciation 
x tell simple stories (talk for example about Alpha and Zeta, the main characters) 
x recognize and classify words belonging to the same categories (for example animals, kitchenware, 
bathroom objects, city buildings, etc.) 
As far as the reading skills are implied, the online resources developed by the Alpha EU Project help the 
preschoolers: 
x understand that words convey the message in a story (in the introductory part of the Alphabet Books 
regarding Alpha and Zeta`s trips, for example) 
x recognize the first letter of the objects` name (G – Girl, H - Horse) 
x get to know the letters` names 
x know and name the main characters in the Alphabet Books 
x enjoy reading together with their parents and mates 
 
Writing skills developed with the online resources refer to the preschooler`s ability to: 
x hold a writing tool with a fist or finger grasp 
x draw using a variety of tools (crayons, pens, pencils): making their own flashcards, drawing letter forms on 
the paper or on the whiteboard, directing Alpha and Zara to the objects on every page using arrows or 
pathways etc. 
x draw imaginary characters and letter forms in the air using their own fingers  
 
For the domain man and society, the goals are also reached in the sense that preschoolers will be encouraged to: 
x enjoy participating in group learning activities (in the class and at home, with the parents) 
express emotions, needs and requests  
x get interested in going to a “big-kid” school, visiting a farm, getting out in town, learning new things, 
and/or meeting new friends 
x understand the social rules and adopt a proper behaviour at home, in the city, at school, during a farm visit 
using Home Alphabet Book, City Alphabet Book, School Alphabet Book, Farm Alphabet Book 
x manifest tolerance, friendship, self-control 
x identify and describe local elements specific to their living area and country using the National Alphabet 
Book 
x recognize common features of the home and neighbourhood, such as trees, houses and streets 
x show interest in familiar people such as family members and classmates 
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Psycho-motor skills development through Alpha EU online resources envisages the preschooler`s ability to: 
x improve hand-eye coordination when playing with the Digital Alphabet Books 
x respect the rules concerning the individual and collective hygiene (Home Alphabet Book) 
 
    Esthetical and creative skills acquired by means of these resources refer to: 
x a significant interest in  using a variety of art tools such as markers, glue, construction paper and coloured 
pencils to manufacture their own characters, letters or other things they like in the Alphabet Books   
x practicing colour words 
x uttering words while drawing their image 
x imitating animal, home, street sounds and rhythm 
x pretending to play or to imitate household/city/school/farm routines 
x song playing  
 
The Alpha EU digital devices offer support in the Science domain too; they help the preschoolers: 
x understand the connection between real and virtual (nature and digital devices), between image and 
material object, between object and its name 
x ask questions about objects, events and animals observed in their environment (all the Alphabet Books) 
x consider and offer explanations of how things might work (when we cross the street, what do the animals 
eat, the role of the house ware, a pupil`s “working tools”, how does a boat float on the water etc.) 
x show interest in different animals and the sounds they make 
x identify some shapes such as circle, square and triangle (School Alphabet Book) 
x recognize and match small quantities to the number words 1, 2 and 3 (1 horse, 3 sheep, 4 ants...) 
x show interest in numbers and count with help (n objects discovered on one page, 3 colours of the traffic 
lights, 2 pencils on the table...) 
x use some size words, such as “many” (many buildings in the City Alphabet Book, many animals in the 
Farm Alphabet Book...) 
 
The skills the preschoolers acquire in classroom can be easily reinforced at home, with the parents or other older 
mates` support. In what follows, we will provide some activities as a possible model. 
Starting from The Farm Alphabet Book online resource, the class teacher and the home “assistant” can develop a 
series of very engaging and entertaining language learning activities. Our examples here refer to a Romanian, 
English and German vocabulary approach.   
The kindergarten activity takes place as follows: 
The preschoolers repeat the Romanian names of the animals both using the Digital books and the flashcards. The 
teacher insists on their ability to: 
x Speak out clearly so as to be understood by all the others 
x Practice letter and word pronunciation 
x Letter-sound association (choose the corresponding letter image) 
x Recognize and classify words belonging to the same categories (for example animals, poultry, insects) 
x Recognize the first letter of the objects` name (R - Rooster, H - Horse) 
x Ask and answer questions about the animals presented in the Alphabet Books 
x Show interest in different animals and the sounds they make 
 
The next step refers to discovering the English “mates” of the Romanian animals. 
They all repeat the English equivalents (following the Digital device`s voice) in chorus and separately. 
A set of flashcards with animals help them check the understanding and acquisition level. 
Each of the preschoolers takes a flashcard representing an animal and the teacher asks him: 
“Who are you?” 
“I`m a horse/cow/pig...” 
They change the flashcards among them and the activity repeats several times until they all get to know the English 
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names of the animals.  
The teacher tells the preschoolers that they can continue to enlarge the “animal-word family” at home, together with 
their parents by discovering the German names of the animals. All of them will show interest and curiosity about 
this new suggestion.  
As far as the home activity is concerned, the parents will get recommendation to play first some revision games with 
the English names and their pronunciation: 
x listen to the names of the animals in the English Farm Alphabet Book and repeat them together with their 
kids 
x take a magical mystery box with plastic animals and play a Feel and Guess – type game (both the child and 
the parent will take out successively a plastic animal, feel it carefully (without seeing it!), guess what it is 
and say its English name). 
 
The parents will next click the computer and let the kids hear one word at a time. Meanwhile the kids will listen 
(without seeing the computer), search and find the appropriate flashcard image among the others in the set, and put 
it on the table without a word. The game continues with 4 other animals. Finally, the listening exercise is repeated - 
this time with the kids being allowed to see the animals while hearing the name. Both the kids and the parents can 
check out the result, correct the mistakes – if they exist – and repeat using the Alphabet Book. 
When the English names have all been  memorized well, the activity can be extended to the German Farm Alphabet 
Book. 
The “family team” will listen to the first 5 names and repeat them as many times as necessary.  Then the 
corresponding flashcards will be laid on the table one by one while listening to the pronunciation. In the next phase, 
the flashcard images will be given names without any other digital support. 
If the acquisition is considered to be good enough, the comparison activity can be launched by means of another 
game: “I`m an English (animal). My name is....”//“I`m the German (animal). My name is......” The roles can change 
until all the words are rehearsed as many times as needed. 
The kids will be then permitted to click the mouse themselves and ask questions to the parents.  
There are, of course, many other modalities of making these resources work efficiently, but we stop here because it 
was not our intention to fully describe all the teaching versions. It is every teacher and parent`s imagination that can 
create a successful approach and get to surprising results.    
Here we offered an overview of the complex interdisciplinary methodical approach enhanced by the Alpha EU 
online resources, and we also tried to create and give a particular set of suggestions for possible usage of the above-
described online Alphabet Books! We offered both the didactic reasoning for making use of such resources, and the 
concrete development of the methodical process. We talked about the Alpha EU online resources, and we talked 
through  them.  
Our study demonstrates the way in which the online resources bring together school and home teaching, learning 
and playing, the best association possible with preschoolers all over the world. “The nature of digital technology is 
as protean as our own, and can play many parts in our lives: facilitator, library, friend, seducer, comfort, prison.” 
(Tom Chatfield, 2012: 7) It is therefore only us that can decide on what side of the digital resources would be the 
most appropriate for our general interests or particular context-related needs. When it comes to the preschoolers` 
needs though, the teachers and the parents should be open to change and careful with the choices they make for the 
younger generation. 
As far as we succeeded  in demonstrating  it, the Alpha EU resources provide both the teachers and the parents with 
the necessary resources to develop digital literacy, generally age-related skills and  multiple language experiences 
for early childhood in the digital era we go through. Still, any learning method should be adopted only after the 
teacher has got to know and deeply understand the way his/her preschoolers grow, develop and learn better: “When 
the integration of technology and interactive media in early childhood programs is built upon solid developmental 
foundations, and early childhood professionals are aware of both the challenges and the opportunities, educators are 
positioned to improve program quality by intentionally leveraging the potential of technology and media for the 
benefit of every child.” (Chip Donohue, 2014:16)  
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